Stereo / AV / Electronic Component Cabinets
Design your stereo or AV center around your equipment, your
CD collection, and your lifestyle. Hi-Fi never had it so good.
Combine CD storage cabinets with stereo modules for an
incredible and expandable media center. Add drawers as your
CD and DVD library grows and pullout cabinets for new AV
equipment, media center computers or home music servers.
Can-Am cabinets will adapt to your changing needs. You can
add modules or reconfigure as required. You can even have
your stereo center on wheels. With Can-Am stereo and AV
cabinets you can relax in the knowledge that you made the right
furniture decision - just sit back and turn up the volume!
Electronic cabinets good enough to be Can-Am cabinets. Our
pullout cabinets are built with the same exacting standards
found in our CD / DVD storage cabinets. They share the same
dimensions to stack safely, conveniently, and confidently, so
you can keep your CDs and DVDs right where you want them.
Flip-door pullout cabinets provide a dust-free home for your
valuable electronics and are available with key locks for added
security. That'll keep those peanut butter fingers off your
sensitive equipment and keep them out of sight when not in use.

Can-Am pullout cabinets feature a series of slots that accept our pullout or stationary
shelves. Sliders snap into the slots and the shelves snap onto the sliders. Our pullout
shelves are as strong as our drawers. They extend fully so you can access the rear of your
equipment for easy wiring or for turn tables. A friction catch ensures your shelves don't
roll out accidentally. Pullout cabinets feature wiring holes outfitted with plastic bushings
for cables and power cords. Heat generated by your electronics is naturally absorbed by
the metal cabinets and radiated away. They don't call Can-Am cabinets cool for nothing!
Pullout cabinets have adjustable levelers to lift and stabilize the cabinet or they rest in
dimples topside for positioning when stacking. A base shelf of some sort to create a false
floor above those levelers is recommended.
Two widths are available - 23.5" or 37.75". Wider cabinets will accommodate two stacks of
electronic components, side by side. Narrow cabinets will accommodate one. Narrow cabinets
will line up with our standard width cabinets, as they are the same height and depth so you can
reach virtually any width to accommodate any space. Tops are also available in a variety of
lengths. Put your stereo center on a pedestal with legs or give it mobility with wheels.
You can reconfigure or expand your modular stereo or AV center at any time. Can-Am cabinets
are built to last and designed to grow with you, your CD and DVD collection, and even your
stereo and A/V components.
Incorporate a computer in
your TV stand or media
center. We can do that.
Design without limitations!
Design your AV center,
module by module. Choose
from 18 colors and let your
imagination run wild.
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